Context. Observations reveal a strong structural coupling between bulge and disc in S0 galaxies, which seems difficult to explain if they have formed from supposedly catastrophic events such as major mergers. Aims. We face this question by quantifying the bulge-disc coupling in dissipative simulations of major and minor mergers that result in realistic S0s. Methods. We have studied the dissipative N-body binary merger simulations from the GalMer database that give rise to realistic, relaxed E/S0 and S0 remnants (67 major and 29 minor mergers). We simulate surface brightness profiles of these S0-like remnants in the K band, mimicking typical observational conditions, to perform bulge-disc decompositions analogous to those carried out in real S0s. Additional components have been included when needed. The global bulge-disc structure of these remnants has been compared with real data. Results. The S0-like remnants distribute in the B/T -r e -h d parameter space consistently with real bright S0s, where B/T is the bulgeto-total luminosity ratio, r e is the bulge effective radius, and h d is the disc scalelength. Major mergers can rebuild a bulge-disc coupling in the remnants after having destroyed the structures of the progenitors, whereas minor mergers directly preserve them. Remnants exhibit B/T and r e /h d spanning a wide range of values, and their distribution is consistent with observations. Many remnants have bulge Sérsic indices ranging 1 < n < 2, flat appearance, and contain residual star formation in embedded discs, a result which agrees with the presence of pseudobulges in real S0s. Conclusions. Contrary to the popular view, mergers (and in particular, major events) can result in S0 remnants with realistically coupled bulge-disc structures in less than ∼ 3 Gyr. The bulge-disc coupling and the presence of pseudobulges in real S0s cannot be used as an argument against the possible major-merger origin of these galaxies.
Introduction
Traditionally regarded as a transition class between ellipticals and spirals, S0 galaxies have deserved relatively marginal attention for decades, but have recently made their way to centre stage in the context of astronomical research. It was Hubble (1936) who classified these lentil-shaped passive galaxies (lenticulars) as some kind of primordial spirals devoid of spiral arms and star formation; therefore, in his well-known tuning-fork diagram S0s are depicted in between elliptical and spiral galaxies. As part of an increasing interest in these astronomical objects, three independent studies have drawn attention to the fact that lenticulars constitute a heterogeneous family of galaxies, with structural and rotational properties more similar to those of spirals than to ellipticals (see Laurikainen et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2011; Kormendy & Bender 2012) .
Strenuous effort has been devoted in the last few decades, via observations and modelling, to try to understand the processes that give rise to and transform these galaxies. In any case, there are observational constraints that any evolutionary mechanisms should preserve. Laurikainen et al. (2010, L10 hereafter) have recently studied the photometric scaling relations in a sample of 175 early-type galaxies containing almost 120 S0s. They have found noticeable correlations between the bulge and disc photometric parameters in S0s (in particular, between their scalelengths and magnitudes), clearly pointing to a strong bulge-disc structural coupling in these galaxies. This result imposes a strong constraint to any mechanisms that try to explain the origin and evolution of lenticulars.
Observations support the idea that gas stripping due to ram pressure in clusters can effectively transform spirals into S0s (Crowl et al. 2005; Crowl & Kenney 2006 Rasmussen et al. 2008; Vollmer et al. 2008 Vollmer et al. , 2009 Vollmer et al. , 2012 Sivanandam et al. 2010; Million et al. 2010; Abramson et al. 2011 ). If we also consider that the fraction of lenticular galaxies decreases with redshift, whereas the fraction of spirals increases, it is tempting to conclude that lenticulars come out of spirals which have had their gas stolen (see e.g. Aragón-Salamanca et al. 2006) .
Nevertheless, according to Wilman et al. (2009) , S0s are at least as common in groups as they are in clusters, and clearly more common in groups than in the less dense field. Moreover, cluster S0s are usually located within groups in the cluster, and usually exhibit traces of past mergers (Rudick et al. 2009 (Rudick et al. , 2010 Janowiecki et al. 2010; Mihos et al. 2013) . The dominant galaxy evolution mechanims in groups are tidal interactions and mergers (Mazzei et al. 2014a,b) , so the gas stripping mechanism can only account for the origin of a fraction of S0s.
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Similarly, internal secular evolution is often invoked to explain how S0s emerge out of spirals. This is supported by the fact that many S0s host pseudobulges (Laurikainen et al. 2006; Graham 2013, L10) i.e. bulges with bulge-to-total luminosity ratios and concentrations typical of late-type spiral galaxies (B/T < 0.2 and n ∼ 1), which often contain embedded discs, inner spiral patterns, nuclear bars, some star formation, and which present rotational support more similar to spiral galaxies than to classical bulges (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004) . These properties seem incompatible with the smooth spheroidal structure that usually results from major merger events. So, they are usually attributed to the evolution induced by bars and other internal components in the galaxies, which direct material towards the centre, enhancing the bulge component (Pfenniger & Norman 1990) . However, the bulges that emerge out of gas-free bar models do not show concentrations and sizes compatible with the parameters observed in real S0s (see the comparison in Eliche-Moral et al. 2012, 2013, EM12 and EM13 henceforth) .
Current hierarchical models of galaxy formation assume that the bulges of S0s formed by means of a major merger of early discs or by a sequence of minor merger events, followed by a later disc rebuilding out of the left-over gas and stripped stars (Somerville & Primack 1999) . This scenario seems compatible with the fact that most S0s reside in groups and with observations reporting merging relics in many S0s (see references above and in EM12).
Concerning the minor merger mechanism (mass ratios above 7:1), these are known to induce gentle transformations to the global structure of the progenitor Eliche-Moral et al. 2006 Moster et al. 2010) . In fact, recent simulations of gas-free intermediate and minor mergers onto S0s show that these events can preserve or even enhance the structural bulge-disc coupling by triggering internal secular evolution in the surviving disc (EM12; EM13). So, in principle, minor mergers are consistent with bulge-disc coupling.
On the contrary, the bulges and discs of S0s formed through major mergers (mass ratios below 4:1) are expected to be structurally decoupled, as the encounters must destroy the original structure of the progenitors, rebuilding the remnant bulges and discs through independent processes (bulges from the merger and discs from later material reaccretion). This expected bulgedisc decoupling in major mergers directly contradicts the observations of nearby S0s commented above (see Laurikainen et al. 2009, L10) . Nevertheless, recent observational and theoretical studies support the idea that major mergers must have been relevant for the evolution of present-day massive E-S0s since z ∼ 1.5 -2 (Eliche- Moral et al. 2010a,b; Bernardi et al. 2011a,b; Tiret et al. 2011; Weinzirl et al. 2011; Prieto et al. 2013 ). Therefore, the question is whether this popular view of major mergers as catastrophic events that destroy any bulge-disc coupling in a galaxy is realistic or not. Recent studies show that discs can survive even 1:1 mergers, mostly depending on the initial gas content (Hopkins et al. 2009 ), but whether major mergers can account for the bulge-disc structural coupling observed in real S0s has not yet been explored.
We address this question using N-body dissipative simulations of major galaxy mergers provided by the GalMer project (Chilingarian et al. 2010) . We have also analysed the minor merger simulations onto an S0 progenitor available in the database. These simulations consider different morphological types and mass ratios for the colliding galaxies, covering a wide range of orbital parameters. We have identified the encounters that end up in relaxed remnants with realistic S0-like morphology, to determine whether the photometric structures of these merger-built S0s are compatible with those observed for real S0s or not. In a forthcoming paper (Querejeta et al., in prep.) , we will analyse in detail whether our S0 remnants can additionally reproduce the photometric scaling relations reported by L10 for real S0s.
A brief description of the models is presented in Sect. 2. The methodological approach is summarised in Sect. 3. In Sect. 3.1 we explain the criteria used to identify what encounters result in E/S0 or S0 galaxies. Then, we simulate realistic 1D surface brightness profiles of the remnants in the K band and perform multi-component decompositions (Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). In Sect. 4, we compare the characteristic photometric parameters of the bulges and discs derived from the decompositions of the S0-like remnants with the parameters of real S0s. Model limitations are commented in Sect. 5. The discussion and final conclusions derived from this study are presented in Sects. 6 and 7, respectively. We assume a concordance cosmology (Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , see Spergel et al. 2007) , and magnitudes are provided in the Vega system.
Description of models
Part of the HORIZON collaboration, GalMer 1 is a public database containing ∼ 1000 hydrodynamic N-body simulations of galaxy mergers with intermediate resolution, sampling various mass ratios, morphological properties of the progenitors, and orbital characteristics. The project and the database are thoroughly described in Chilingarian et al. (2010) , so we will just provide a brief summary here.
A representative sample of galaxy morphologies is considered, ranging from giants to dwarfs (g, i, d) and from ellipticals to spirals (E0, S0, Sa, Sb, Sd). The orbits differ in the relative orientation of the spins of the progenitors with respect to the orbital angular momentum, the pericentral distance, and the initial motion energy. The stellar mass ratios of the encounters range from 1:1 to 20:1 depending on the progenitors (see Table 1 ). Up to date, the database contains 876 giant-giant interactions and 126 gS0-dwarf encounters. As we are interested in S0-like remnants, we have initially considered all the merger experiments within the database as possible candidates to give rise to an E/S0 or S0. We will comment on the selection of the dynamically relaxed S0-like remnants in Sect. 3.1.
The progenitor galaxies are modelled using spherical nonrotating dark-matter haloes, with optional stellar and gaseous discs, and central non-rotating bulges. The E0 progenitor lacks any stellar or gaseous discs, the S0 initial model does not have a gaseous disc, and the Sd progenitor is bulgeless. The bulge-todisc ratios are 2.0, 0.7, and 0.4 for the S0, Sa, and Sb progenitors, respectively; the ratio of dark to baryonic matter ranges from 0.43 (gE) to 3 (gSd). Haloes and bulges are constructed using Plummer spheres with characteristic mass and radius M Bulge and r Bulge for the bulge and M Halo and r Halo for the dark matter halo, as indicated in Table 2 . The discs follow Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) density profiles, with masses and vertical and radial scalelengths as described in the same Table. The total number of particles is 120,000 for each giant galaxy and 48,000 for the dwarfs, distributed among each galaxy component depending on the morphology, except for the gS0 progenitor, which has 480,000 particles. This means that we have a total of 240,000 particles in the major merger experiments and 528,000 in minor merger ones (see Table 2 ). The gS0 progenitor is barred at the start of the simulation, whereas the other giant progenitors are not. Total stellar masses in the giant progenitors range ∼ 0.5-1.5×10 11 M ⊙ . Therefore, the final stellar mass of the remnants ranges between ∼ 1-3×10 11 M ⊙ in the major mergers and ∼ 1.2-1.3×10 11 M ⊙ in the minor ones, depending on the efficiency of the star formation induced by the encounter and on the masses of the progenitors. This will be relevant when comparing to real data in Sect. 4.
The simulations make use of a TreeSPH technique, using the code described in Semelin & Combes (2002) . Gravitational forces are calculated using a hierarchical tree method (Barnes & Hut 1986 ), the resulting forces are then softened to a Plummer potential, and finally use smooth particle hydrodynamics to follow gas evolution (Lucy 1977; Gingold & Monaghan 1982) . The softening length is fixed to ǫ = 280 pc in the giantgiant encounters, and to ǫ = 200 pc in giant-dwarf runs. All experiments have been evolved for a total time period of 2.95 -3.50 Gyr.
One of the most important features of these simulations is that they take into account the effects of gas and star formation. Gas is modelled as isothermal (T gas = 10 4 K), and star formation is implemented using the method described in Mihos & Hernquist (1994) : a prescription for the star formation rate (SFR) is first defined, assuming the Schmidt-Kennicutt law, and then the formation of stars out of the gaseous component is implemented via hybrid particles, which contain a gas and stellar fraction that vary with time (depending on the conditions in the surroundings). Enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM), stellar mass loss, metallicity changes, and energy injection out of supernova explosions are also considered.
For each combination of progenitors, a wide set of orbits is sampled. The initial distance between galaxies is always set equal to 100 kpc, but initial velocity is allowed to take up the discrete values 200, 300, 370 and 580 km s −1 . Secondly, for each case, both retrograde and prograde orbits are taken into account. Orbits with different pericentre distances are also simulated (8, 16, and 24 kpc) . Finally, six possible values of inclination are considered: i = 0, 33, 45, 60, 75, and 90 • . We refer to the simulations using a notation that aims to make the initial conditions of the encounter explicit. We first refer to the morphology of the primary galaxy, followed by the morphology of the secondary (g, i, d for giant, intermediate and dwarf; E0, S0, Sa, Sb, Sd for the corresponding Hubble types); then an "o" followed by the numerical identifier of the orbit used in the GalMer database, which is unique for each combination of orbital parameters under consideration. For example, gS0dSao6 means that a dwarf Sa (galaxy 2) is accreted by a giant S0 (galaxy 1), following the orbit identified as number 6 in the database (i.e. the one with an orbital inclination of 33
• , pericentre of 16 kpc, initial motion energy of 2.5×10 4 km 2 s −2 , and retrograde spin-orbit coupling).
The GalMer database provides the simulations in FITS binary tables, one per stored time step of the total computed time period (intervals of 50 Myr are considered). The tables contain the mass, position, velocity, and other relevant properties for each particle in the simulation at each time. Figure 1 represents the time evolution of the stellar and gaseous component of the accretion of a dwarf Sb by a giant S0 galaxy, obtained using the snapshots previewer of the GalMer database.
We stress that the GalMer database only contained giantgiant major merger encounters and minor mergers over a giant S0 progenitor when the present study was carried out.
Methodology
We have first identified all the merger simulations that end up in a dynamically-relaxed remnant with morphology, structure, kinematics, SFRs and gas content typical of E/S0 and S0 galaxies (S0-like galaxies hereafter). The selection of the sample of S0-like relaxed remnants will be presented in detail in ElicheMoral et al. (in prep.) , so we only provide a short summary in Sect. 3.1.
We have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles in the K band for these S0-like relaxed remnants, mimicking the observing conditions of recent samples of nearby S0s with which we have compared the products of our merger simulations (see Sect. 3.2). We then worked out structural decompositions for such remnants (Sect. 3.3), to ultimately perform a detailed comparison of the resulting photometric parameters with those obtained for real galaxies (Sect. 4). This will allow us to assess whether a major merger origin of S0s is compatible with the observational constraints imposed by real S0 data or not. We have also included in this analysis the relaxed S0 remnants resulting from the minor merger experiments available from the GalMer database (gS0 -dwarf encounters).
3.1. Identification of S0 remnants 3.1.1. Preselection of relaxed, apparently disc-like remnants From the initial sample of 1002 merger simulations available from GalMer, we rejected all merger experiments that do not result in a one-body remnant at the end of the simulation. Using the previewer of the database, three co-authors independently identified visually the models that resulted in final stellar remnants with disc components and apparently relaxed morphologies. A total of 215 major merger experiments and 72 minor merger ones were selected as candidates to give rise to relaxed S0 remnants at the end of the simulation. We then determined which remnants have really reached a relaxed dynamical state, obtaining two final subsamples of 173 major merger and 29 minor merger models. Time periods from full merger to the end of the simulation range between ∼ 1 and ∼ 2 Gyr. and nearly centred on the giant S0. The field of view has been increased in the frames corresponding to t = 0 to show the original location of the dSb satellite. In this experiment, only the dwarf galaxy contains gas at the start of the simulation. This simulation has been run for a total period of 3 Gyr. The snapshots have been obtained with the previewer of the GalMer database.
Simulation of realistic images of the remnants
Visual classification has proven to be more reliable than quantitative criteria when it comes to identifying faint structures (such as external discs or spirals, see Abraham et al. 1999; Bamford et al. 2009 ), so we have performed a visual morphological classification of the final remnants. Our intention was to make sure that we have selected the remnants that would be classified as E/S0 or S0 types by observers, to incur a fair comparison with real data. Therefore, we simulated realistic photometric images of the remnants in several broad bands (B, V, R, I, and K) mimicking mean properties of current observational surveys of nearby galaxies, and then classify them morphologically attending to these images. In Eliche-Moral et al. (in prep.) , we show several examples of how relevant accounting for the observational effects is to distinguish between E and S0 remnants. The stellar mass of each particle (∼ (3.5 − −20.0) × 10 5 M ⊙ ) was converted into light flux in the different photometric bands considering the M/L ratio in the band of a stellar population with the average age and metallicity of the stellar content within the particle at each time. We considered star formation histories (SFH) characteristic of each morphological type according to observations, and using the stellar population synthesis models by Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . A Chabrier initial mass function and the Padova 1994 evolutionary tracks have been used (Bertelli et al. 1994) .
For the collisionless stellar particles, we have assumed SFHs that are characteristic of real galaxies of the same morphological type as the progenitor that initially hosted the particle (E, S0, Sa, Sb, or Sd), according to the parametrisations described in Eliche-Moral et al. (2010a) . Old stellar particles do not have an assigned age in the GalMer simulations, so we have assumed the typical age of the old stellar population located in the outer discs of nearby S0 galaxies (∼ 10 Gyr, see Sil'chenko et al. 2012; Sil'chenko 2013) , independently of the type of the progenitor the particle initially belonged to. The SFH experienced by the hybrid particles is different for each particle. We have approximated the SFH of each one by a simple stellar population model (SSP) with the average age and metallicity of the mass in stars contained in the particle.
We have also simulated the effects of the typical observing conditions of current surveys of nearby S0 galaxies in our photometric images, mimicking their characteristic limiting magnitudes, signal-to-noise, spatial resolution, and seeing values in each band. We have added photonic noise considering that the limiting magnitude in each band corresponds to S /N = 3 in the reference observational samples. A distance of 30 Mpc has been considered to all our remnants, as it is the average distance of the S0 galaxies within the Near-InfraRed S0 Survey 2 (NIRS0S Laurikainen et al. 2011) , which is the reference observational sample that we will base our comparisons on (see Sect. 4). Assuming this distance, we have transformed intrinsic physical lengths in the remnants into sky projected angular ones and we have implemented the effects of the cosmological dimming, assuming a concordance ΛCDM cosmology. We have not simulated dust extinction effects in these artificial images.
Visual identification of S0-like remnants
It is often difficult to distinguish between ellipticals and face-on lenticulars, due to the absence of prominent spiral arms; in such cases, only a break in the surface-brightness gradient can allow us to conclude that we are dealing with an S0 (Wilman et al. 2009 ). Therefore, we have simulated images in each band for face-on and edge-on views to make the identification of S0s Rows: (a) Plummer sphere parameters used to model the bulges and haloes of the progenitor galaxies, as a function of the considered morphological types: M Bulge is the (stellar) mass of the bulge, M Halo is the total mass of the dark matter halo, while r Bulge and r Halo are their corresponding effective radii. (b) Parameters of the Miyamoto-Nagai density profiles used to model the gaseous and stellar discs of the different progenitors: the sub-index ⋆ denotes the stellar disc, and the sub-index g refer to the gaseous disc, M is mass, a is effective radius, and h is the vertical scalelength. (c) Number of hybrid particles (initially fully gaseous), collisionless stellar particles, and dark matter particles used for each progenitor galaxy.
easier. By assumption, the face-on view of each remnant corresponds to the direction of the total angular momentum of its baryonic material. We have defined the edge-on view as the perpendicular direction contained in the XY plane of the original coordinates system of the simulation. Some examples of the artificial face-on and edge-on images in the K band for some remnants are shown in Fig. 2 . The classification was performed visually by five co-authors independently. The morphological type assigned to each remnant is the median value of the five classifications. A complete agreement between all classifiers was obtained in 85% of the major merger remnants, ensuring the robustness of the classification. In the sample of 173 relaxed major merger remnants with possible detectable discs, we finally identified 106 Es, 25 E/S0s, and 42 S0s, which correspond to the following percentages: 61.3% of Es, 14.4% of E/S0, and 24.3% of S0s. We note that the elliptical galaxies in this subsample harbour a disc component detectable in their density maps, but not in realistic broad band images. All remnants from the minor merger simulations (gS0 -dwarf encounters) are still S0s after the encounter, according to all co-authors.
The morphology of the remnants has been analysed in detail. None of the S0-like major-merger remnants exhibits a strong bar. All minor mergers result in barred galaxies, but the progenitor gS0 has already a strong bar at the start of the simulation. The E/S0 and S0 remnants usually have lenses, ovals, and inner discs detectable in the images. We confirmed the morphological classification by analysing realistic simulations of their 1D surface brightness profiles in the V, R, and K bands (for more information, see Sect. 3.2). All of them presented clear bulge-disc structures. We have also derived the final rotational support, star formation rates and final gas content of these S0-like remnants, and we have compared them to typical values measured in real S0s. We find remnants to be consistent with S0s also according to these properties.
Our S0-like remnants have a median (B-R) colour of ∼ 0.9, whereas local ETGs of similar masses typically have (B-R) colours of ∼ 1.5 (Bell & de Jong 2001) . This difference in the (B-R) colour is due to the youth of the starbursts induced by the encounters in the centres of the remnants. This makes the average K-band M/L ratios used in our models to be ∼ 2 times smaller than the typical ones in quiescent early-type galaxies, and thus our remnants are ∼ 1 mag brighter in K-band than real S0s with similar stellar masses. In any case, blue central structures are quite common in nearby E-S0 (in fact, they are usually considered as evidence of recent merging, see Kannappan et al. 2009; Huertas-Company et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2010) , and the remnants would exhibit analogous colours to those observed in present-day S0s with ∼ 1 -2 Gyr of additional passive evolution. There are other sources of uncertainty in the determination of the M/L ratios used in the models, which are inherent to the assumptions adopted to estimate them, such as the age assigned to the collisionless stellar particles, the SFHs, or the considered IMF. We will take this into account for the interpretation of the results in Sect. 4.
Simulation of realistic surface brightness profiles

Simulating the conditions of NIRS0S
We have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles of our S0-like remnants reproducing the typical observing conditions in the photometric band of the NIRS0S data, in order to compare the parameters of the bulges and discs in our remnants with those exhibited by real S0 galaxies contained in that sample (L10).
The K-band images in NIRS0S have an average depth of µ K ∼ 22 mag arcsec −2 for a limiting signal-to-noise ratio of S /N = 3. We have adopted this limiting surface brightness for the same S /N to simulate the surface brightness profiles. The projected spatial resolution has been set to the average of NIRS0S data (∼ 0.7 ′′ ). It is equivalent to ∼ 100 pc for the distance considered for our remnants (D = 30 Mpc, see Sect. 3.1), which is even lower than the softening length used in the simulations (ǫ = 280 pc in the major mergers and ǫ = 200 pc in minor events). Therefore, the minimum spatial resolution is ultimately set by ǫ in each case. As commented in Sect. 3.1, we have also included photonic noise to the data considering the limiting magnitude indicated above for S /N = 3. No dust extinction effects have been included, as they are expected to be negligible in the K band.
L10 obtained their parameters from 2D multi-component decompositions to deep K-band images of the galaxies, not from 1D surface brightness profiles. We will discuss next why this strategy is problematic when applied to the simulated images from GalMer, and will justify our decomposition method based on 1D azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles. In any case, as we will see in 3.2.3, the 1D profiles clearly show a 'three-zone' structure very similar to that found in observations like NIRS0S.
Optimal decomposition method: 1D vs 2D
We initially reproduced the procedure from L10 by carrying out multi-component decompositions to our artificial K-band images for face-on views of the remnants using GALFIT 3 , a highly efficient algorithm for 2D fitting of analytic functions to digital A&A proofs: manuscript no. Merger_S0s_coupling flux of the bulge component in the remnants got divided into several subcomponents in our 2D decompositions. As commented in Sect 3.1, this effect would probably disappear by simply allowing the remnants to evolve passively for a few Gyr more.
The fact that we have not included dust extinction in our simulated images may also have an effect here, as it would contribute to blur the appearance of the bright and young inner components formed at the centre of the remnants. In fact, dust lanes are frequent central features in nearby S0s (Annibali et al. 2010; Finkelman et al. 2010) . Additionally, present-day massive S0s must have evolved passively for much longer periods of time than our remnants (Fritz et al. 2009; Eliche-Moral et al. 2010a; Sil'chenko et al. 2012; Davidzon et al. 2013; Prieto et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2014) ; so nearby S0s tend to be dynamically more relaxed and mixed, and their young stellar populations are dimmer.
Consequently, we would expect present-day S0s to look more fuzzy than our S0-like remnants.
In addition, the simulated remnants present an inherent grainy appearance at the galaxy outskirsts due to the high mass of the stellar particles in the simulation (∼ (3.5 − −20.0)× 10 5 M ⊙ ). At large radii, light accumulates at the pixels where the particles are located, instead of displaying a homogeneous distribution in space (see Fig. 2 ). Since light distributed in disjointed pixels cannot be identified as a unique component by fitting codes such as GALFIT, the scalelength of the outer discs in our remnants is significantly underestimated. Fig. 3 illustrates this problem for the remnant of gSbgSbo70. The original K-band image, the best GALFIT model, and its residuals are shown on the left panels. We used five Sérsic components to generate a model with a similar appearance to the original image, trying to minimise the residuals. However, we had to fix the outer disc parameters to those obtained from the exponential fit to the 1D surface brightness profile, because the light (mass) was distributed in isolated pixels towards the outskirts, making it difficult for GALFIT to fit a continuous light distribution there. This is noticeable in the pixels with positive residuals at large radii and the extended circular region with negative residuals (which is tracing the modelled disc). This problem also affected the inner disc region (fitted with the fourth GALFIT component). The central panels of Fig. 3 show the 1D profile derived by azimuthally averaging the 2D GALFIT model, compared to the 1D surface brightness profile of the remnant. The model clearly loses light in the inner disc (traced by component 4 in the GALFIT model). The problem of the too complex structure of the bulges in the simulated images is also illustrated by this panel. The GALFIT model loses light in the centre compared to the 1D surface brightness profile (we note also the positive residuals at the centre of the remnant, in the leftmost panel).
We found that these problems could be solved by performing multi-component decompositions based on 1D face-on azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles instead of performing them on 2D photometric images. The 1D profiles already average the 2D spatial information at each radius, blurring the complex central structure of the remnant bulges. They also improve the signal-to-noise at the outskirts compared to 2D surface brightness maps, avoiding the problem of the granularity of the discs in the artificial images. In the right panels of Fig. 3 , we show how the decomposition performed directly on the 1D surface brightness profile of model gSbgSbo70 overrides the problems of the structured appearance of the bulge and the grainy structure of the disc in the 2D artificial images.
Therefore, we have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles of our S0-like remnants in the K band, mimicking the observing conditions of the NIRS0S data, to perform 1D multicomponent decompositions.
Our major merger remnants are quite axisymmetric, and 1D and 2D decompositions have been proven to provide similar photometric parameters in such case (within typical observational errors, see Courteau et al. 1996; MacArthur et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2010) . This ensures that the comparison between the photometric decompositions performed to NIRS0S and to our remnants is fair. However, all remnants in the minor merger experiments are still barred at the end of the simulation (in fact, the original gS0 progenitor is already barred). In these cases, the 1D decompositions provide a description of the azimuthally-averaged light distribution of the bar.
Constructing 1D surface brightness profiles
We have converted the projected radial mass density profiles of the remnants into surface brightness profiles in the K band, following an analogous procedure to the one described in Sect. 3.1 for simulating photometric images (see details there). We have derived azimuthally-averaged 1D surface density profiles of the stellar remnants in face-on views, so we do not have to apply any correction for galaxy inclination to the obtained profiles.
We plot the azimuthally-averaged surface brightness profiles of some remnants in Fig. 2 . All the remnants exhibit typical bulge-disc structures. The majority of them clearly show 'three-zone' profiles proving the existence of additional subcomponents in the centre, such as the lenses in models gE0gSao16 and gSbgSbo70, the nuclear bar in experiment gS0dSao105, or the inner disc in model gSdgSdo42 (compare their profiles with their images in the figure). This is very frequent in real S0s (L10; Laurikainen et al. 2011; Sil'Chenko et al. 2011 ). The remnants coming from gas-rich progenitors usually have several tidal satellites orbiting around, which are responsible for the peaks that appear in their surface brightness profiles (as it occurs in gSdgSdo42). Fig. 4 : Artificial K-band photometric images of remnant gSdgSdo51 (E/S0), for the face-on and edge-on views defined on the basis of the total stellar angular momentum (see Sect. 3.1). The remnant contains a high-rotating embedded disc, very inclined with respect to the main outer disc, which dominates the total stellar spin of the galaxy. This is biasing the "face-on view" towards a face-on view of this embedded inner disc, instead of a face-on view of the outer disc. The field of view in all panels corresponds to 50 kpc×50 kpc. The arrows indicate a physical length of 5 kpc.
[A colour version is available in the electronic edition.]
In some merger experiments with very inclined orbits, the remnant contains high-rotating inner discs, completely embedded in the light distribution of the bulge, which are very inclined with respect to the orientation of the main disc of the remnant. In these cases, the face-on view derived from the total angular momentum of the stars in the galaxy (as commented in Sect. 3.1) was biased to show a face-on view of this inner disc, not of the external remnant disc. In these cases, the line of sight was corrected to provide a true face-on view of the main remnant disc. One example is shown in Fig. 4. 
Photometric decompositions of the remnants
We have performed multi-component decompositions to the simulated 1D surface brightness profiles in the K band to compare with the results by L10. The majority of remnants had profiles that required an additional component besides the bulge and the disc to be adequately modelled (see Sect. 3.2.3). To account for this, we performed bulge+disc (B+D) and bulge+[inner component]+disc (B+C+D) decompositions for all S0-like remnants, and selected the one that reproduced better the total galaxy profile in each case.
Fitting functions
For the bulges, we assumed the traditional Sérsic profile (Sersic 1968; Caon et al. 1993; Prieto et al. 2001; Baes & Gentile 2011) ,
where r e is the bulge effective radius, I e,B is the surface brightness at r e , and n is the Sérsic index. The factor b n is a func-A&A proofs: manuscript no. Merger_S0s_coupling tion of the parameter n, which may be approximated by b n = 1.9992 n − 0.3271 in the range 1 < n < 10 with an error < 0.15% (Graham 2001) . We had to constrain n to the observational range of values during the fitting (1 ≤ n ≤ 4, see L10), because many remnants had small nuclear bars and ovals embedded in the bulges (which biased n towards n ∼ 0.2 -0.5) or central cusps resulting from the merger-induced starbursts (which led to unrealistically high n values n 5). In two models (gSdgSdo1 and gSdgSdo74), we had to force n = 4 since the beginning to obtain reasonable decompositions.
The exponential law adequately describes the global radial profiles of most remnant discs down to the limiting magnitude considered (see Fig. 2 ), but many discs in our remnants exhibit breaks at deeper magnitudes (see Borlaff et al. 2014) . We have thus adopted a simple Freeman exponential profile to model the discs in the remnants (Freeman 1970) ,
where h D is the disc scalelength (radius at which the surface brightness is reduced by 1/e) and I 0,D , its central surface brightness.
The additional inner components have been fitted including another Sérsic component,
where r e,C is the effective radius of the additional inner component, I e,C is its surface brightness at r e,C , and n c is its Sérsic index. According to observations, lenses, ovals, and bars have Sérsic profiles with n c < 1, while embedded inner discs typically have n c ∼ 1 (Laurikainen et al. 2005 (Laurikainen et al. , 2009 Sil'chenko 2009, L10) . We left the Sérsic index n c as a free parameter in the fits and checked that the fitted values agreed well with the morphology of the inner components visible in the artificial photometric images.
Fitting strategy
We performed the B+D and B+C+D fits (depending on the profile) using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear fitting algorithm to locate the χ 2 minimum solution by iterative changes to the parameters in eqs. 1-3. We initially consider a minimum fitting radius of r min = 0.3 kpc (which is approximately the highest softening length used in the simulations). However, most remnants had nuclear compact sources or discs embedded within the spheroidal light distribution of the bulge, which have been produced by merger-induced nuclear starbursts and which are still very bright in K band at the end of the simulation (see some examples in the second row of panels in Fig. 2 ). These nuclear components have their observational counterparts in real earlytype galaxies (see e.g. Erwin & Sparke 2002; Balcells et al. 2007a; Laurikainen et al. 2009 ). Compact sources steepen the profile at the centre (artificially raising n of the fitted bulge), while young nuclear discs bias n towards n ∼ 1 in the central regions. We have thus excluded the innermost regions from the profiles affected by these nuclear components by raising r min in the fit, only if there was another component that clearly dominated the profile in the centre and extended beyond this minimum radius (i.e. if the compact source or nuclear disc was embedded in a spheroidal bulge-like component). Some experiments also give rise to core-type profiles in the centres of the remnants, that deviated downwards the inward extrapolation of the bulge Sérsic profile (observational analogues can be found in Kormendy et al. 2009; Dullo & Graham 2013) . We have excluded these regions from the fits by raising r min too.
The maximum radius (r max ) in all fits has been set to the radius of the isophote corresponding to the limiting surface brightness in the images (µ K ∼ 22 mag arcsec −2 ). In some major mergers involving a gE0 progenitor, an outer spheroidal envelope of stellar material from the gE0 remains in the remnant, dominating the surface brightness at the external radii over the disc profile (cf. gE0gSao16 in Fig. 2) . Sometimes, these outskirts biased the slope of the fitted disc towards a shallower solution, so we slightly decreased r max in these cases to avoid that problem. A similar procedure was adopted when a tidal satellite induced a peak in the profile near r max that was clearly biasing the fitted slope of the disc.
We performed several tests changing r min , r max , and the initial guesses of the parameters by up to a factor of 10 to check the robustness of the obtained solutions. We found that the B+D fits were reasonably stable, whereas the addition of an extra component in the centre strongly degenerated the solutions, in the sense that there were two to four different sets of components that adequately reproduced the global surface brightness profile and provided similar minima of χ 2 . The strong degeneracy of multi-component decompositions is also usual when dealing with real galaxies (see e.g. L10). However, it was easy to discard many of these solutions and select the most appropriate one simply by considering the edge-on morphology of the galaxy and the radial profile of the residuals of each fit (see Fig. 2 ). We consider the fits with the lowest χ 2 values and inspect visually the results and the artificial images, which makes it relatively straightforward to select the most appropriate decomposition. When a given model had two feasible solutions, the scalelengths, characteristic surface brightness, and the total magnitudes of the bulges and discs differed by ∼ 10-20% at most, lying within the typical observational errors. This means that the fitted values of these parameters can be considered robust, as well as the bulge-to-total (B/T ) and disc-to-total (D/T ) ratios derived from them. On the contrary, n changed noticeably between the different possible solutions. The errors of the fitted parameters were obtained through the bootstrap method (Efron & Tibshirani 1993; Press et al. 1994 ) accounting for the errors of the surface brightness profiles. We performed Monte Carlo simulations (N = 100) of the surface brightness profiles considering the errors associated with each data point (related to particle counting) and performed a B+D or B+C+D decomposition to each realisation. We then estimated the standard deviation of the photometric parameters obtained from the N fits with respect to the nominal values derived by fitting the original profile. We used 3σ rejection in this computation to discard outliers resulting from some failed automatic fits. This procedure of estimating errors for the fitted photometric parameters includes to some extent the uncertainties due to the degeneracy of very similar solutions. As commented above, this degeneracy affected noticeably the bulge Sérsic index. This is the reason why we have obtained relatively large errors for n in some models.
All our S0-like remnants were well described by a B+D or B+C+D profile. Figure 2 shows the multi-component decompositions performed to the radial surface brightness profiles of six S0-like remnants in the K band. We plot the residuals of each fit as a function of radius in the galaxy at the bottom panels. Very few remnants were better reproduced by a B+D fit than by a B+C+D decomposition (one example of B+D fit is model gSagSao9 in Fig. 2) . The additional component included in the B+C+D fits may represent a lense or oval (as in model gSbgSbo70 in Fig. 2) , an embedded inner disc (as in model gSdgSdo42, see the same figure), or an azimuthally-averaged bar (see model gS0dSao105 in the figure) .
In Table 3 we list the bulge and disc photometric parameters derived from the multicomponent decompositions performed to our S0-like remnants that have been analysed in the present study, as well as the main characteristics of these decompositions: number and type of components included (i.e. whether it is B+D or B+C+D), r min and r max considered in each case, and χ 2 of the fit in mag 2 . χ 2 is typically below ∼ 1 mag 2 in total for the whole fitted radial range in most cases. It rises up to ∼ 3 mag 2 in the cases with tidal satellites within the fitted radial profile. The decompositions performed to the original progenitors are also listed in Table 3 .
Results
In order to quantify to what extent major mergers destroy, preserve, or rebuild bulge-disc coupling, here we compare the photometric parameters derived for our relaxed S0-like remnants with real observational data. We have also included the minor merger models that give rise to a relaxed S0 remnant in the comparison. In particular, we check the overlap of our parameters in various photometric planes with those obtained by Laurikainen et al. (L04 hereafter 2004) , Weinzirl et al. (2009, W09 henceforth) , and L10 from near-infrared observations of spirals and S0s. For reference, we also compare our results with the dry minor mergers simulated by Aguerri et al. (2001, A01 hereafter) and Eliche-Moral et al. (2006, EM06 henceforth; EM12; EM13) .
Bulge-disc structural coupling
We start by analysing the coupling between the scalelengths of discs and bulges. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the final S0-like remnants in the log(h d ) − log(r e ) plane. Each filled circle represents the fate of a different merger event, with the colour code going from red to purple reflecting that later Hubble-type progenitors are involved (and, consequently, it roughly corresponds to a sequence of increasing gas content). With less saturated colours and smaller symbols, at the background, the observational results from L04, W09, and L10 are depicted. For reference, the remnants of the collisionless simulations of minor mergers onto an S0 are also shown with grey diamonds (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). These collisionless models are scalable, i.e. they can be moved diagonally in this diagram just considering a different length unit. We have also overplotted the leastsquares linear fits performed to the observational distributions of A&A proofs: manuscript no. Merger_S0s_coupling MAJOR MERGER MINOR MERGER Fig. 7 : Time evolution of the surface brightness profiles of the stellar material in two models that result in an S0-like remnant, centred on the mass centroid of the most massive (primary) progenitor at each time. Left panels: For the major merger gSagSdo42. Right panels: For the minor merger gS0dSao103. The contribution of the stellar material of each progenitor to the total profile at each time is marked with a different colour (blue: primary progenitor; green: secondary progenitor). We have plotted with red dashed lines the original surface brightness profile of the primary progenitor in all panels, to stress that minor merger events essentially preserve the profile, whereas major encounters completely rebuild the bulge and disc profiles in the remnants out of material from both progenitors. The limiting surface brightness that we consider is shown with a horizontal dotted line. We also indicate the first and second pericentre passages, as well as the moment when the full merger is reached. [A colour version is available in the electronic edition.] spirals and S0s, whenever the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ is larger than 0.5.
Observationally, all disc galaxies, from S0s to spirals, populate a diagonal region in the plane log(h d ) − log(r e ), as it can be seen in Fig. 5 . Scatter exists, but it is still remarkable that bulges of a certain size predominantly exist in galaxies with a given disc scalelength. Moreover, it is important to emphasise that the distributions of the different types of galaxies overlap: a similar increasing tendency seems to hold for all kinds of disc galaxies, with a steeper slope in the case of S0s.
The merger remnants that we are studying cluster towards the upper-right corner of the plane (Fig. 5 ), but this is because we are dealing with remnants which have masses similar to the most massive S0s in the NIRS0S sample, at the upper end of the sizes and luminosities of observed lenticulars. This is natural, as the masses of the progenitors ranged ∼ 0.5 -1.5 × 10 11 M ⊙ (Sect. 2). The distribution of scalelengths for the bulges and discs of our remnants overlaps with that of the largest S0s; even the scatter introduced by the different types of encounter is compatible with the scatter of real galaxies.
For the largest bulge effective radii, from Fig. 5 it seems like, on bulk, lenticulars have slightly larger disc scalelengths than spirals. It is precisely towards this upper side of the observational distribution of S0s where our remnants are located. The S0 remnants of our minor mergers cover a rather small area of the log(h d ) − log(r e ) plane, and they lie close to the results from previous studies based on dry minor merger simulations (A01; EM12). The different sets of major mergers, however, span a much larger range of values, reproducing well the scatter observed in real S0s. Finally, it is also interesting to note that the experiments with the largest gas fractions are the ones that show the largest deviations in positions on the plane. Our S0-like remnants exhibit a bulge-disc coupling in terms of sizes that is consistent with the one observed in real S0s.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the distribution of real and simulated S0s in the M K (disc) -M K (bulge) plane. The linear fits performed to the distributions of real S0s and spirals indicate that the total K-band magnitudes of their bulges and discs correlate linearly, although the linear trend of the S0s is tilted with respect to the one of spirals. All our remnants accumulate towards the upper end area covered by the brightest real S0s. More importantly, Fig. 5 : Location of our S0-like remnants in the log(h d ) − log(r e ) plane, compared to the observational results (L04; W09; L10) and previous simulations of dry minor mergers (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). Details on the symbols and colour-coding used can be found on the legend. The linear fits performed to the observational distributions of S0 and spiral galaxies are overplotted in the diagram with solid lines only when Pearson's correlation coefficient is greater than 0.5, in this case only for S0s (ρ S0 = 0.59, ρ Sp = 0.
21). [A colour version is available in the electronic edition.]
the remnants from both minor and major mergers fulfill well the observational constraint of bulge-disc coupling also in terms of luminosity: the magnitude of the disc takes up a value which is proportional to the bulge magnitude within some scatter (shared both by simulations and observations).
We have again overplotted the collisionless minor merger models by A01 and EM12 in Fig. 6 for comparison. They can be moved diagonally in the plane considering a different mass unit (i.e., luminosity unit), up to the region where our dissipative minor mergers are located. Therefore, the inclusion of gas and star formation effects does not seem to be relevant to preserve the bulge-disc coupling in satellite accretions onto gas-poor progenitors.
As commented in Sect. 3.1, our remnants are brighter than real S0s of analogous masses in the NIRS0S sample by a factor of ∼ 2, due to recent merger-driven starbursts. If the remnants were allowed to relax passively for an additional period of ∼ 1 -2 Gyr, their colours would become more similar to those of nearby S0s and the remnants would experience a dimming of ∼ 1 mag in the K band. Assuming that the average M/L ratios of the bulge and the disc are similar, the remnants would move 
. [A colour version is available in the electronic edition.]
diagonally towards fainter magnitudes up to ∼ 1 mag in Fig. 6 , nearly following the line fitted to the distribution of real S0s. Therefore, a global dimming of the remnants by ∼ 1 mag in Kband would keep the agreement between real and simulated S0s in the M K (disc) -M K (bulge) diagram.
Figures 5 and 6 prove that the S0-like remnants resulting from major and minor mergers present a bulge-disc coupling consistent with observations in terms of scalelengths and luminosities. In the minor merger experiments, the global structure of the main progenitor disc is mostly preserved at the end of the simulation in all cases. In the right panels of Fig. 7 , we show the time evolution of the stellar surface brightness profile of the gS0 progenitor in the minor merger experiment gS0dSao103 (blue). We have overplotted the additional contribution from accreted stellar material coming from the dSa satellite at each time, as the disruption process evolves (green). The original surface brightness profile of the gS0 progenitor is shown in all panels for comparison (red dashed line). At the end of the simulation, the total profile due to the stars from the gS0 and the dSa in the remnant is very similar to the original profile of the gS0 progenitor at all radii down to the limiting magnitude under consideration. Therefore, in minor mergers, the changes experienced by the bulge and disc structures are small in general, mostly driven by internal secular processes induced by the encounters (see EM13), so it is not surprising that bulge and disc preserve their coupling at the end of the accretion. The original bar that the gS0 progenitor has at the start of the simulation in the minor merger experiments is strengthened at each pericentre passage of the satellite that takes place before the full merger (see Fig. 1 ).
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The bulges and discs in the S0-like remnants resulting from major mergers exhibit a realistic structural coupling, even if the progenitor discs are basically destroyed in such major encounters. In the left panels of Fig. 7 , we show the time evolution of the stellar surface brightness profile for the gSa progenitor in the major merger model gSagSdo42. Here, we also highlight with different colours the contribution to the total profile at each time of the stars coming from each progenitor, as well as the original profile of the gSa galaxy (red dashed line). At the end of the simulation, the distribution of the stellar mass coming from the gSa progenitor (blue) is completely different at all radii from its original profile. There has been considerable mass migration from intermediate radii to the core and to the outskirts. The material originally belonging to the gSd has also been accreted at different radii, rebuilding a new bulge+disc structure. Then, in major mergers, the processes after the bulge relaxation and the disc rebuilding seem to force both components to keep a structural connection. This suggests that the bulge-disc coupling of all disc galaxies (and not just of S0s) may arise from fundamental physics. This would explain why both S0 and spiral galaxies exhibit a similar bulge-disc coupling in terms of sizes and luminosities (despite having different evolutionary pathways), as well as why the S0 galaxies resulting from events as violent as major mergers do still fulfill this coupling.
These results confirm, both from the sizes point of view and from the perspective of the luminosity, that the analysed S0-like remnants show a similar coupling between their bulges and discs to that observed in real S0s. This proves that, contrary to the widespread belief, major mergers can produce S0 remnants with coupled bulge-disc structures analogous to those observed in real S0s.
Trends of the bulge and disc scalelengths with B/T
The correlation between r e /h d and B/T or n in spirals has undergone significant debate in the last couple of decades: the apparent lack of observed correlation in the earlier studies lead some authors to claim that the Hubble sequence was scale-free Courteau et al. 1996; Graham 2001; MacArthur et al. 2003; Balcells et al. 2007b ); on the contrary, others found a slight increasing trend in those planes, suggesting that earlier Hubble types (with higher B/T ) tend to host bulges of relatively larger sizes (Graham & Prieto 1999; Gadotti 2009; Mosenkov et al. 2010 ). L10 found a slight decreasing trend of r e /h d with the morphological galaxy type T (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 ) from T = −3 (SO − ) to T = 2 (Sa), which becomes essentially constant from T = 2 to T = 6 (Sa to Sc; see their Fig. 5) .
Independently of whether r e /h d exhibits significant trends with B/T and n or not, we have studied if our S0-like remnants overlap with real S0s in the r e /h d -B/T and r e /h d -n planes. In Fig. 8 we first plot r e /h d as a function of the B/T ratio, compared to observational data (top panel). From the linear fit to observational S0s and late-type spirals we notice that, in spite of the large scatter, there is a similar increasing trend in both galaxy types, but with a systematic offset upwards in the case of spirals. When we overplot our remnants in this plane, it becomes clear that we are mostly reproducing the S0s, preferentially overlapping the area around the linear fit to lenticulars rather than the late-type spirals. There are only three outliers exhibiting the highest r e /h d values, corresponding to gas-rich major mergers. In any case, the scatter in the resulting r e /h d of the remnants as a function of B/T is large, but the distribution of the simulated S0s is consistent with the increasing trend that the observational S0s seem to follow (within the scatter).
It is also remarkable that the S0-like remnants resulting from our major merger experiments span the observational ranges of r e /h d and B/T values in the top panel of Fig. 8 , although their stellar masses cover a relatively narrow range (∼ 1 -3×10 11 M ⊙ ). This means that major mergers can give rise to S0 galaxies with very different global properties starting from similar progenitors, just depending on the initial conditions of the encounters.
The intermediate and bottom panels of Fig. 8 can shed some light on the origin of the systematic shift between spirals and S0s in the r e /h d -B/T plane, and explain why our remnants end up covering the area they do. The intermediate panel shows that spirals tend to have systematically larger bulge effective radii for a given bulge-to-total luminosity ratio. The distributions overlap, but most of our remnants tend to align where most S0s lie, on average corresponding to smaller r e than their spiral counterparts. It is also interesting to note that remnants with the largest dispersions (which still lie close to some of the S0 outliers in the plane) are those with the highest gas fractions. For completeness, the bottom panel shows the relation between h d and B/T , but no linear fit to observations is attempted here, since the Pearson correlation coefficients are low. In any case, it is reassuring to find that the merger remnants that we are studying populate an area which is observationally covered by lenticulars.
In conclusion, the S0-like remnants resulting from major and minor mergers are consistent with the distribution of real S0s in the r e /h d , r e , and h d versus B/T planes. Figure 9 shows the distribution of our S0-like remnants in the n -B/T and r e /h d -n planes (left and right panels, respectively), compared to the distributions of real S0s and spirals and to previous simulations of dry minor mergers. The left panel indicates that real galaxies distribute diagonally in the n -B/T plane, with earlier types tending to accumulate towards higher B/T and n values. Half of our major merger remnants exhibit bulges with concentrations (n) and light contents relative to the total (B/T ) compatible with the observations of S0 galaxies, whereas the other half exhibit too low n values for their B/T ratios. All minor merger remnants present less concentrated bulges (i.e., lower n) than real S0s with similar B/T . These models accumulate in a clump below the diagonal distribution of real galaxies at n ∼ 1 and 0.3 < B/T < 0.8. L10 showed that real S0s tend to exhibit lower n values than popularly thought (they usually have n 2, instead of the widespread belief of typical n > 3 bulges). However, although our remnants tend to exhibit n < 2 bulges accordingly to L10 results, many of them are too displaced from the location of real S0s in the n -B/T diagram (see Fig. 9 ).
Pseudobulges resulting from major mergers
The low n values of the remnants coming from a minor merger are an artefact of the initial conditions. The original gS0 is already offset from the location of S0s in this diagram (B/T = 0.2 and n = 1, see Table 3 ). Therefore, even though all minor mergers onto this progenitor induce an increment of the concentration (n) and relative luminosity of the bulge (B/T ), this bulge growth is not enough to counteract the initial conditions. So, these minor merger experiments would probably give rise to S0s with higher n for similar B/T ratios if the gS0 progenitor already had a more realistic Sérsic index. The dry minor mergers simulated by A01 and EM12 provide more realistic n values for their B/T , just because the original S0 progenitor used in these encounters laid onto the observational cloud since the beginning.
In major mergers, the reason for the offset in Sérsic indices is related to the collapse of gas particles towards the centre. In some cases, gas accumulates at the remnant centre, giving rise to inner discs of ∼ 3 -4 kpc size made of newborn stars. These flat central structures made of young stars dominate the light distribution and bias the bulge Sérsic index towards n ∼ 1. However, in other cases, the inner discs made of young stars are too small (∼ 2 kpc) to explain the n ∼ 1 bulges which dominate the profile out to R ∼ 5 kpc, and which are basically made up of old stars. In these cases, the explanation of the bulge flattening may arise from gas dynamics. Gas particles are known to transfer angular momentum to the old stellar particles during the encounter, providing rotational support to them and flattening their spatial distribution. This might lead to the n ∼ 1 bulges built out of old stellar material. One example is shown on Fig. 10 . The contribution of the new stars (light blue) in the final remnant of gSbgSbo9 (black) only dominates the light distribution at the core of the galaxy (R < 1 kpc), which has been excluded from the decomposition. The region of the n ∼ 1 bulge (red dashed line) basically consists of old stellar material, from R ∼ 1 kpc out to R ∼ 5 kpc, where the lense component starts to dominate.
This situation would probably change if the models were allowed to relax for a longer time period, as relaxation usually entails dynamical mixing and reduces rotation. The bulge could potentially puff up and raise its Sérsic index. Moreover, these inner discs made up of young stars are expected to fade by ∼ 1 mag in K in ∼ 1 -2 Gyr (see Sect. 3.1); in that case, they would negligibly contribute to the surface brightness profile at the centre. Most present-day massive S0s have passively evolved for much longer time periods than these particular models (Davidzon et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2014) , so this is a natural explanation of why such low n are rare in the local universe. Many S0s host pseudobulges, i.e., bulges with B/T < 0.4 and n ∼ 1, with high levels of star formation and disc-related phenomena, such as spiral patterns or bars (see Laurikainen et al. 2006, L10) . The properties of these bulges have usually been attributed to a secular origin, mainly to bar evolution. Our models demonstrate that a major merger can give rise to an S0 galaxy hosting a pseudobulge without requiring any bars (none of our major merger remnants develops a significant bar, see Sect. 3.1).
In the right panel of Fig. 9 we plot r e /h d as a function of the Sérsic index. Although many of our remnants exhibit too low n values compared to real S0s, the large scatter in r e /h d at each n value of observational data masquerades the offset of these models in n with respect to real S0s. However, there is a clump of models with n ∼ 1 and r e /h d > 0.4 that clearly deviates from the rest of models in this plane. All these S0-like remnants come from gas-rich major encounters with very inclined orbits. The existence of very young (and thus bright) inclined inner discs in the centres of these remnants biases r e towards higher values than expected for their h d . Cosmological simulations indicate that encounters with very inclined orbits have been rare in the Universe, so it is understandable that these encounters populate a region of the plane only sparsely covered by observations (Zentner et al. 2005; Gómez-Flechoso et al. 2010; Benjouali et al. 2011) . Figure 11 is an alternative way of checking that our mergers reproduce the upper end of the observed S0 mass spectrum, and that, for such sizes, our remnants preferentially correspond to the lowest observed Sérsic indices. When the disc and bulge scalelengths are plotted against the Sérsic index, we see that the remants reproduce the upper half of the observational cloud in the r e -n and h d -n planes. Our results agree well with previous collisionless simulations of dry minor mergers in both diagrams.
The lower half of the observational distributions of S0s in these two photometric planes could be probably reproduced by mergers onto less massive progenitors than those used here.
Finally, any trends with gas content and even mass ratios seem to be subdominant as to where galaxies end up in all the photometric diagrams shown in Figs. 5 -11. It is true that the most gas-rich major merger models disseminate more in the planes, whereas the minor mergers cover much tighter areas (just because they share the same main progenitor). The minor merger remnants are surrounded by those of our major merger events. Therefore, the mass ratio or gas content alone lack the predictive power to dictaminate the specific region of these planes into which remnants will fall.
Summarizing, these simulations show that major mergers can build up S0s hosting pseudobulges without requiring the development of a bar, as already shown by EM13 for dry minor merger events. The presence of gas and star formation are, however, essential to explain the formation of S0s with disc-like bulges through major merger events.
Limitations of the models
GalMer models survey a wide set of initial conditions, but they are also limited. Here we comment on the limitations inherent to the present models.
Mass ratios of encounters and progenitor masses.
GalMer models cover a significant range of mass ratios (1:1 to 20:1, see Table 1 ), but they are fixed for each pair of progenitor morphologies, so the effects of different mass ratios cannot be analysed for a given set of initial conditions (and in particular, for a given couple of progenitor types). In fact, intermediate mergers (with mass ratios from 4:1 to 7:1) are not present in the database, but many studies suggest that intermediate encounters and multiple minor mergers may have been as relevant for the evolution of S0 galaxies as major merger events (see Maller et al. 2006; Bournaud et al. 2007; Wilman et al. 2013; Tapia et al. 2014 , and references therein).
More than the limitations in terms of mass ratios, the reason why our remnants only cover the largest observational S0s is that at least one of the progenitors is always a giant galaxy, of initial stellar mass M ⋆ 5 × 10 10 M ⊙ . Therefore, it would be interesting to complement the present study with examples from the intermediate-merger regime and with galaxies of more modest initial masses.
Gas and star formation effects.
Dissipative effects have been proven to be essential for establishing the global structure and kinematics of merger remnants (see e.g. Jesseit et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2007; di Matteo et al. 2008) . A major advantage of GalMer models is that they include the dynamical effects of gas and star formation, providing a more realistic picture of the merger event than collisionless models, but it also entails a series of constraints.
Firstly, we must bear in mind that our S0-like remnants correspond to the outcome of a merger between progenitor galaxies that are analogous to those found in our local Universe. At higher redshifts, where the actual encounters that led to present-day S0s took place, the gas fractions were even higher. For instance, the gas fraction can be up to ∼ 50% of the total stellar mass at z ∼ 1 (Papovich et al. 2005; Genzel et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; Law et al. 2009 ). As we will argue in the discussion, this increases the likelihood of forming an S0-like remnant, reinforcing the relevance of our results.
A&A proofs: manuscript no. Merger_S0s_coupling Fig. 9 : Distribution of Sérsic indices n with B/T and r e /h d in our S0-like remnants (left and right panels, respectively), compared to the observational parameters from real S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10). We also represent the locations of previous simulations of dry minor mergers (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). The dotted lines indicate the location of n = 1, 2, and 4 in each diagram. The symbols represent the same models and observations as in the previous figures; consult the legend in Fig. 5. [A colour version is available in the electronic edition.] Fig. 11 : Distribution of our S0-like remnants in the log (r e )-log (n) and log (h d )-log (n) planes (left and right panels, respectively), compared to the observational distributions of S0s and spirals (L04; W09; L10). The location of previous collisionless simulations of minor mergers is also shown (A01; EM06; EM12; EM13). The vertical dotted line indicates the location of n = 1, 2, and 4 in each diagram. The symbols represent the same models and observations as in the previous figures; consult the legend in Fig. 5 .
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In any case, expanding the present analysis to simulations with larger gas fractions would be helpful to interpret this point.
Secondly, the conversion from mass into light is not a trivial issue. We have adopted a number of simplifications: (a) we assign a single age to every old stellar particle (10 Gyr); (b) we assume a given SFH per morphological type, typical of each progenitor, and independent of the location of the particles within the galaxy; (c) for gas particles transforming into stars, we approximate the SFH by a SSP model. There is some observational evidence of variation in the age of stars contributing to K-band, both from galaxy to galaxy and across individual galaxies (van Dokkum & Franx 2001; MacArthur et al. 2004; Sil'chenko et al. 2012) ; however, this is still a highlydebated issue from the observational point of view, and trying to adopt more complex distributions of stellar ages and/or SFHs would only introduce additional uncertainties and complicate further the interpretation of our results. In any case, with the present conversion of mass into light, we account for the morphological appearance of remnants, including the important ef-fects of the recent starburts in the structure of the central bulge (see Sect. 4.3).
Total simulation time.
The models have been evolved for up to 3.5 Gyr, involving relaxing periods of ∼ 2 Gyr at most. Even though we have checked that all the remnants analysed were dynamically relaxed at the end of the simulation, the stellar material acquired during the merger may have not had enough time to be properly mixed. This may be the reason for the over-structured bulge that we found in 2D decompositions in comparison to NIRS0S galaxies (Sect. 3.2). Moreover, the youth of these substructures made them brighter than usual even in the K band. Stellar populations with these ages would decrease their flux by up to ∼ 1 mag in the K-band during the next ∼ 1-2 Gyr (Prieto et al. 2013 ), becoming completely smooth within the global bulge light distribution. Anyway, some nearby E-S0 galaxies of lower masses than those of our S0-like remnants exhibit blue nuclear structures, which are usually considered as traces of past merging activity (Kannappan et al. 2009; Huertas-Company et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2010) . Blue colours in massive S0s are also more common at intermediate redshifts (Fritz et al. 2009 ).
Discussion
It is well known that mergers (even major events) can, under favourable conditions, preserve discs (Springel & Hernquist 2005) , but major mergers in particular are expected to produce remnants with decoupled bulge and disc structures. Contrary to this widespread belief, we have shown that S0-like remnants resulting from dissipative major and minor mergers exhibit bulgedisc structural coupling coherent with observations, extending the results obtained from dry minor merger simulations (EM12; EM13).
As commented in Sect. 4.1, minor merger events directly preserve the bulge-disc coupling of the original main progenitor. EM13 showed that, even in the absence of gas and star formation, satellite accretions induce internal secular evolution in the progenitor disc that can even enhance this structural link. The addition of small amounts of gas to the satellites can only boost internal secular processes in the main progenitor, as observed in the minor merger models analysed here. On the contrary, major mergers destroy the original bulge and disc structures during the first phases of the encounter, but the final bulge and disc structures are rebuilt (partially based on the relics of the original progenitor structures) to give rise to S0 remnants that overlap in the n -B/T -r e /h d parameter space with the distribution of bright S0s. Except for a few outliers, especially in terms of concentration (Sérsic index n), we otherwise reproduce the tail of the most massive lenticulars in NIRS0S in the various photometric planes as the consequence of both major or minor mergers. Therefore, S0s with realistically coupled bulge-disc structures may result from the relaxation process that follows certain mergers, even in such violent events as major mergers. This process occurs within timescales that are reasonable in a cosmological sense (just ∼ 2-4 Gyr), and it is therefore a plausible mechanism to explain the formation of a fraction of the current population of S0s. The bulge-disc coupling observed in all disc galaxies may thus be the consequence of basic physical processes. This would explain the observational fact that both spirals and S0s present similar linear trends (slightly offset or tilted) in photometric planes such
Our remnants span a relatively narrow range of final stellar masses, ∼ 1 -3 × 10 11 M ⊙ , because one of the members of the encounter is always a giant galaxy, even if both major and minor mergers are considered. In this context, one advantage of the merger origin picture is that, even considering such a narrow range in stellar masses, they can explain the trends and dispersions observed in the n -B/T -r e -h d planes for up to one dex. Mergers that differ only slightly in their initial conditions are capable of producing quite different sort of remnant systems, and all of them with bulge-disc structural coupling consistent with observations. If we also account for the observational and computational evidence that points to a merger origin for a significant fraction of S0s (and in particular, for the most massive ones, see Eliche-Moral et al. 2010a; Bernardi et al. 2011a,b; Méndez-Abreu et al. 2012; Barway et al. 2013; Wilman et al. 2013; Tapia et al. 2014) , it seems unjustified to exclude major mergers from the current scenarios of S0 formation and evolution. Another relevant point is the role of gas fraction when producing S0s out of mergers. It has already been mentioned that our S0-like remnants arise from progenitor galaxies that are analogous to those found in our local Universe, with gas fractions typical of present-day spiral galaxies (see Table 2 ). However, many authors claim that massive S0s have evolved passively since z ∼ 0.8, but they seem to have undergone strong star formation episodes at higher redshifts (Davidzon et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2014) . These results fit in a hierarchical formation picture in which a significant fraction of present-day massive S0s derive from mergers of spiral discs occurred at z ∼ 1. In those early epochs, the typical gas fraction in spirals was higher than at present, reaching up to ∼ 50% of the total stellar mass at z ∼ 1 (Papovich et al. 2005; Genzel et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; Law et al. 2009 ). With such large amounts of gas, the formation of disc components in major merger events becomes more probable, and so does the probability of forming an S0-like remnant instead of an elliptical Hammer et al. 2010 Hammer et al. , 2013 Puech et al. 2009 ). Even the lower gas amounts contemplated by the present models already point to major mergers producing S0 remnants with coupled bulges and discs; therefore, the buildup of a relevant fraction of present-day S0 galaxies through major mergers at z ∼ 1, when gas fractions were higher, seems to be quite feasible.
The fact that our results point to a merger origin of some S0s should not, of course, be overinterpreted. Naturally, it is not reasonable to claim that all lenticular galaxies derive from mergers, and we are far from being able to quantify what amount of the S0s in the local Universe are the direct consequence of one or several galaxy encounters. It is widely accepted that, within the densest environments, effects like ram-pressure stripping or galaxy harassment can explain the gas loss and consequent change of spirals into S0s (Aragón-Salamanca et al. 2006) . Moreover, such mechanisms help explain the rise of the fraction of lenticulars with redshift, and the corresponding decline of spirals (Dressler 1980) . However, here we would like to point out that, whatever that contribution has been, any S0s deriving from the major merger between two spirals would also contribute to the trend observed by Dressler of transformation of spirals into S0s. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to quantify the relevance of major mergers in terms of creating S0s (recent estimates indicate that they may have been essential in the buildup of ∼ 50% of present massive S0s at most, see Tapia et al. 2014 ), but it is a mechanism that surely needs to be taken into account, and may especially explain the origin of the S0s that reside in groups and less dense environments. S0s are at least as common in groups as in clusters, and galaxy interactions are the dominant evolution mechanism in this regime (Wilman et al. 2009;  A&A proofs: manuscript no. Merger_S0s_coupling Mazzei et al. 2014a,b) . Moreover, the role of merging in "preprocessing" galaxies in filaments before falling into a cluster and in "post-processing" them during their infall might also be underestimated at present (see Vijayaraghavan & Ricker 2013; Head et al. 2014 ).
Summary and conclusions
Because galaxy mergers are highly violent phenomena, it has often been claimed that they cannot possibly give rise to S0 galaxies in which a strong bulge-to-disc coupling holds. Since such structural coupling has been measured observationally, this has led most authors to rule out mergers as a possible origin of S0 galaxies. We have thus studied the bulge-disc coupling in a set of major and minor merger simulations from the GalMer database that result in E/S0 or S0 types. We have simulated realistic surface brightness profiles of the remnants in K-band, mimicking the typical observational conditions, to perform structural photometric decompositions analogous to the ones that would have been obtained by observers. We have finally compared the distribution of the S0-like remnants with real S0 galaxies from the NIRS0S survey (Laurikainen et al. 2011) in photometric planes relating basic parameters of the bulges and discs. In particular, we have found that:
1. S0-like remnants reproduce well the observed distribution of real bright S0s in the B/T -r e -h d parameter space. 2. Although our remnants span a narrow range of stellar masses, they reproduce the observational values of r e , h d , r e /h d , and B/T over an order of magnitude. Therefore, a wide variety of final structures consistent with observations can be achieved from mergers that differ only slightly in their initial conditions. 3. The majority of the experiments analysed (∼ 64% of major mergers and ∼ 100% of minor events) exhibit low bulge Sér-sic indices (1 < n < 2), in agreement with the observed trend of real S0s to host n < 2 bulges. 4. However, nearly one half of the major-merger remnants present too low n values compared to real analogues. These remnants host young inner discs formed in the starbursts induced by the encounters, biasing the bulge fit towards n ∼ 1; the effects of these inner components are expected to vanish in 2 -3 Gyr additional relaxation time. 5. The presence of young disc-like structures in the bulges of these major merger remnants and their global properties (n < 2 and B/T < 0.4) indicate that pseudobulges can also come out of major mergers without requiring bar phenomena (as none of these major merger experiments develops a relevant bar). 6. While minor mergers tend to preserve the original bulge-disc coupling of the main progenitor, major mergers are capable of rebuilding a bulge-disc coupling in the remnants after having destroyed the original structures of the progenitors. This suggests that the mechanisms after the bulge-disc coupling found in both S0 and spiral galaxies may be associated with fundamental physics.
Therefore, these simulations demonstrate that realistic S0 galaxies with photometric parameters showing a bulge-disc coupling compatible with the one observed in real objects can emerge out of galaxy mergers in less than ∼3.5 Gyr, and, in particular, from major mergers. Considering that mergers are complementary to other evolutionary mechanisms that probably operate preferentially over regions of different density, we conclude that mergers (and in particular, major ones) cannot be discarded from the formation scenarios of S0s on the basis of the strong bulge-disc coupling observed in these galaxies or their tendency to host pseudobulges.
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